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ABSTRACT
Online health forums provide a convenient way for patients to obtain medical information and
connect with physicians and peers outside of clinical settings. However, the large quantities
of unstructured and diversied content generated on these forums make it dicult for users to
digest and extract useful information. Understanding the intents of people who post on these
forums would enable the retrieval of relevant information from existing threads which would
in turn allow users to more eectively nd answers to their medical needs. In this paper,
we derive a taxonomy of intents to capture user information need in online health forums,
and propose novel pattern based features to classify original thread posts according to their
underlying intents. Since no dataset existed for this task, we employ three annotators to
manually tag a dataset of 1,200 HealthBoards posts spanning four topics. Experimentation
nds that pattern based features are highly capable of identifying user intents in forum posts,
reaching a precision of 75%. In addition, we achieve comparable classication performance
by training and testing on posts from dierent forums, thereby showing the robustness of
our method. Finally, we run our trained classier on a MedHelp dataset to analyze the
distribution of intents of dierent topics in the forum.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
The spread of Health 2.0 [2] technologies in the last decade has made the Internet a popular
place to learn about health matters. A recent Pew survey [3] reports that 80% of web
users searched for health information online, and of these, 6% have contributed to health
related discussions. Many of these discussions can be found in online medical forums such as
HealthBoards1, MedHelp2, and Wellescent3 which provide very cost-eective ways for users
to learn about health related issues outside of clinical care settings. On these forums, users
can post their problems and obtain advice from both peers and health care professionals,
or simply browse relevant threads. Forums are particularly valuable in the sense that they
contain rst hand experiences, which often have richer content than that oered by any
single expert. For example, [4] nds that many physicians are unaware of the numerous
alternative and complementary treatment medications found in forums discussions. This
unique benet is further conrmed in a recent study [5] that shows patients oer expertise
that diers signicantly from that oered by health professionals.
As the popularity of health forums continues to grow, more research is needed to better
connect users with the vast quantities of information present on these forums. The key
to this connection is not merely the transmission of information from the sender (i.e. the
forum) and the receiver (i.e. the user), but instead the exchange of information between
the two parties [6]. To facilitate this exchange, knowledge about the receiver's information
need is indispensable. In the current structure of health forums, users often post questions
1http://www.healthboards.com/boards
2http://www.medhelp.org/forums/list
3http://wellescent.com/
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to their problems despite the fact that similar discussions may have occurred in the past,
in which case it would be helpful for them to read those related threads. Understanding
the motivations and intentions behind users' posts would enable forums to identify such
similar threads, nd relevant information in those discussions, and even recommend users
with comparable issues. These features would greatly enhance the utility and usability of
online health forums.
In addition to improving forum functionality, knowledge of post intents would have positive
ramications for existing works that deals with information extraction from health forums.
The intent of an original thread post is directly responsible for the type of content that we
would expect to nd in subsequent posts in the thread. Therefore, knowing the intent of
the original thread posts would allow irrelevant threads to be ltered out, leading to more
ecient identication of information from health forums. For example, [7] uses information
from health forum posts to model the trustworthiness of a medical claim. If we understand
what a particular claim is about (e.g. eectiveness of a medication), we can focus on threads
where the original post wants to know about treatment options regarding that particular
medication, since replies would likely contain information about . Similarly, [8] uses health
forum messages to conduct Comparative Eectiveness Research (CER), which compares the
benets and harms of dierent prevention and treatment methods. In this case, threads
where the original poster asks about treatment and side eects would contain the most
information regarding those matters.
1.2 Challenges
To our knowledge, no previous work has sought to understand user intents behind original
health forum thread posts. In this thesis, we frame this problem as a classication problem
to make the task more tractable. However, the novelty of the problem means that no
intent taxonomy exists for health forum posters. Coming up with such a taxonomy is
dicult because the denition of intent (i.e. user information need) is quite ambiguous.
For example, intents in general purpose questions have been broadly characterized as users
seeking subjective or objective information [9, 10]. On the other hand, intents in medical
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questions have been much more specically classied into a generic taxonomy of health
questions [11]. Designing the taxonomy is therefore an important and necessary rst step in
identifying intents from medical forum posts.
The novelty of this problem presents numerous other challenges. For starters, no annotated
datasets exist, so the creation of a new dataset will require signicant eort. Next, a large
number of machine learning classiers exist, so it is important to pick the one that is most
suited for this problem. Once the classier is picked, discriminative features will need to
be selected that will accurately depict the characteristics of posts for each intent in the
taxonomy. Finally, the method should ideally generalize to posts across all health topics,
meaning that the classier should be able to identify intents from posts from topics that it
has not seen during training. All of these challenges will need to be addressed in order to
solve this problem.
1.3 Contributions
In this thesis, we address all of the challenges brought forth by Section 1.2. The main contri-
butions are threefold. First, we derive an intent taxonomy to capture the information need
of health forum users who start new threads. This taxonomy is formulated from an existing
study [12] of the intents of web users who seek health information online and an existing
taxonomy of common clinical questions asked by doctors about patient care [1]. Second, we
design a set of novel pattern based features and show that a support vector machine (SVM)
classier can use them to classify original thread posts by intent with precisions upwards of
75%. Third, we demonstrate that the classier is capable of classifying posts from health
topics not seen during training with high accuracy, thus proving the feasibility of our method
to generalize to posts across all health topics.
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CHAPTER 2
RELATED WORK
Previous research on developing intelligent medical question answering (QA) systems iden-
tied question understanding, framed as a classication problem, as a necessary rst step.
In particular, Yu et el. [13] made use of supervised learning approaches to classify questions
based on the Evidence Taxonomy proposed by Ely et al. [14] and later on general topics [15],
and found that including concepts and semantic types from the Unied Medical Language
System (UMLS) as additional features can enhance classication results. Kobayashi and
Shyu [11] classied questions into taxonomies by the Family Physicians Inquiries Network
(FPIN) and the generic taxonomy proposed by Ely et al. [1], and showed that augmenting
UMLS concepts and semantic types with standard parsing representations improves classi-
cation performance. Slaughter et al. [16] investigated semantic patterns of health consumers'
questions and physicians' answers, and found that semantic relationships can lead to clues
for creating semantic-based QA techniques. These studies all demonstrate the feasibility of
using semantic features to classify health questions in medical QA systems. In this thesis,
we show that semantic features can also be used to classify original thread posts in health
forums according to their underlying user intent.
Subjective understanding of user intents has also been extensively studied in the context
of general Community Question Answering (CQA) services. Categorizing questions into
dierent semantic classes impose constraints on potential answers so that they can be used
in later stages of the question answering process. Prominent works in this area include the
novel CQA question taxonomy developed by Liu et al. [17] which expand upon Broder's
taxonomy of web search queries to include both informational and social categories, the
three-level question taxonomy proposed by Zhang et al. [18] that make use of interrogative
patterns, hidden user intentions, and specic answer expectations to model user information
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need, the semi-supervised co-training system introduced by Li et al. [9, 10] which exploits
the association between questions and answers to predict whether a user is seeking subjective
or objective information, and the ensuing work by Chen et al. [19, 20] which adds a new
social category to Li's taxonomy and proposes a classication method using only features
extracted from questions. However, these studies are wholly insucient for our purposes
as their methods uses content found on general CQA, and thus do not leverage the unique
semantic information that can be found on more domain-specic platforms such as medical
forums. In addition, the proposed taxonomies in these studies are irrelevant to the health
domain and thus cannot be used to describe the intents of medical forum users.
In addition to questions, web search engine queries have also been used to study user
intents. Cartright et al. [21] explored information goals and patterns of attention in web
exploratory health search (EHS) through analysis of search sessions. They identify EHS
sessions, extract dierent intentions persisting as foci of attention from those sessions, and
demonstrate how this knowledge can be used to better understand EHS behavior and sup-
port health search on the web. Similarly, other works such as [22, 23, 24] have also used
interaction logs to study web search behavior, but none have focused on identifying medical
query intent. In general purpose search, Broder's seminal work [25] nds that user query
goals can be classied into a trichotomy of web search types: information, navigational,
and transactional. Subsequent works such as [26, 27, 28, 29] show that various automatic
learning-based approaches can be used to produce solid predictive performance in classifying
queries. Here we note several key dierences between query and forum data. First, queries
often consist of discrete keywords whereas forum posts are formulated in natural language,
reecting the discrepancy between their intended audiences. Second, users who type queries
typically possess some specic \need" [25] whereas the intents of users who post on forums
may not be as clear-cut. Our method solves these problems by taking into account the
characteristics of forum post content as well as the intrinsic intents of users in online health
forums.
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CHAPTER 3
TAXONOMY
3.1 Motivation
Ely et al. [1] developed a taxonomy of doctor's questions about patient care consisting of 64
generic question types. Their taxonomy aims to completely capture the information need
of doctors during patient visits. Boot and Meijman [30] investigated the feasibility of using
this taxonomy to classify health questions asked by the public. In the process, they ran
into many diculties, most of which are attributed to the dierence in information need
and question specicity between patients and professionals. For example, there exists no
suitable category in Ely's taxonomy for questions about standard medical knowledge (e.g.
What can I expect during treatment x?"), despite them being among the most popularly
asked questions by patients. In addition, patients often tend to ask vaguer questions than
doctors would due to their lack of medical knowledge. This in turn becomes problematic
during classication since Ely's taxonomy contains categories with very similar meanings
(e.g. \What is the cause of symptom x?" and \Could this patient have condition y?").
3.2 Formulation
Boot and Meijman's study conrms the need for a new taxonomy specically designed for
the general public. Choudhury et al. [12] examined the intents of 197 survey respondents
who seek health information online using search engines. They nd that the most common
motivations are to identify treatment options, diagnose health conditions, understand health
conditions or procedures, and understand medications, in that order. Going back to the
taxonomy proposed by Ely et al., we nd that the top 10 most commonly asked generic
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Table 3.1: Top 10 generic questions by primary care doctors from [1].
Rank Question
1 What is the drug of choice for condition x?
2 What is the cause of symptom x?
3 What test is indicated in situation x?
4 What is the dose of drug x?
5 How should I manage condition x (not specifying diagnostic or therapeutic)?
6 What is the cause of physical nding x?
7 How should I treat condition x (not limited to drug treatment)?
8 What is the cause of test nding x?
9 Could this patient have condition x?
10 Can drug x cause (adverse) nding y?
questions by doctors (shown in Table 3.1) can be clustered into groups with related intents.
The clustering is as follows. (2), (6), (8), and (9) are reduced into the intent class \What
is the cause of symptom, physical nding, or test nding x?". (1), (4), (5), (7) are reduced
to the intent class \How should I manage or treat condition x?" (note that (1) and (4)
are essentially questions pertaining to treatment). (10) becomes its own standalone class,
and (3) is discarded because it corresponds to questions that only doctors would ask. We
next propose two additional classes to add to this taxonomy: \Combination." to account for
multiple intents, and "Story telling.", to account for ambiguous or no intent.
Note that our formulated taxonomy classes approximately match the most common user
motivations found by Choudhury et al. Here, we argue that \What is the cause of symp-
tom, physical nding, or test nding x?" maps to diagnosing health conditions, \How
should I manage/treat condition x?" maps to identifying treatment options, and \Can
drug/treatment x cause (adverse) nding y?" maps to understanding medications and proce-
dures. This mapping eectively validates the ability of our taxonomy to capture the intents
of users who seek health information online.
3.3 Summary
In this section, we explain the proposed taxonomy as it pertains to original thread posts in
health forums. Specically, for each class in the taxonomy, we describe the user intent in
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layman's terms, and provide an example of a post for that class.
Manage: How should I manage or treat condition X? Posts with this intent
ask about general information related to treatment options or ways to manage or alleviate
symptoms of certain conditions.
Example: Hello ive found out through many self test that i have depression i know i should
see a councler but i feel i shouldn't i dont want to tell my parents because they think im a
happy person i just dont know what to do at this point does anyone else know how i should
get through this?
Cause: What is the cause of symptoms, physical nding, or test ndings X?
Posts with this intent generally ask for diagnosis regarding health symptoms.
Example: My husband has been waking up with a slight stuy nose that he says feels
like pressure at times and has a slight headache. He has some drainage that goes down his
throat and he says that he has some congestion. Does this sound typical of allergies? The
weather has been really changing alot here and he wanted to know if that was all allergy
related. I wasn't sure. :wave:
Adverse: Can drugs or treatments X cause (adverse) nding Y? Posts with
this intent typically ask about the side eects of drugs or treatments, including withdrawal
eects.
Example: I hear people takling about how certain nasal sprays has steroids in them which
could be bad for you if you continue to take it regularly. Are these the OTC nasal sprasy?
I assume astelin, onase, nasonex and other prescription nasal sprays are okay to take reg-
ularly?
Combo: Combination (2 of manage, cause, or adverse ndings). Posts in this
category possess multiple intents that usually come from multiple medical inquiries.
Example: i have had a constant pain in my chest and sometimes my neck. What is hap-
pening? and right now im having a pain in the center of my chest and shortness of breath
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and my heads kind of spinning what should i do?
Story: Story telling, news, sharing or asking about experience, soliciting sup-
port, or others. Posts in this category usually consists of experience or news sharing,
personal rants to garner support, or o-topic inquiries.
Example: Everyone will lie to me. Everyone wants stu from me and gives little in return.
The ONLY person I can count on is me. Living again on klonopin. Thank God for it. But
I feel like a zombie. Like I am not really here. Scared to be here though. All I want to do
is turn the ac way up, get my room dark as possible, crawl in bed with my dogs and sleep.
Thanks for listening.
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CHAPTER 4
PROBLEM FORMULATION
Dene O as an original thread post with intent ci from a taxonomy of intents C = fc1; :::; ckg,
and let S = (s1; :::; sn) denote the sentence representation of O. We classify O as some cj 2 C
using S as evidence. O is correctly classied if and only if j = i.
Note that this formulation does not identify all intents from posts with multiple intents,
which have a lot of overlap between them and in general are more dicult to identify. We
decide to use this simplied formulation to focus on designing features for classifying posts
into single classes. Posts with multiple intents (i.e. Combo posts) will be considered to be
correctly classied if one of its intents match the predicted intent. Identication of multiple
intents will be left for future work.
In addition, note that this formulation excludes using thread titles for classication. After
manually annotating all 1193 posts in our evaluative dataset for (1) if the title is discrimi-
native (i.e. it signies a clear intent) and (2) given (1) is true, if the title agrees with the
intent of the post (i.e. the post signies the exact same intent of that in the title, and no
other intents), we nd that 137/1193 posts possess discriminative titles, and that a large
fraction of all posts (31/137, 22.63%) exhibit conicting intents between themselves and
their titles. From this fact, we conclude that titles should not be used in classication due
to the propensity of their intents to disagree with those of the posts.
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CHAPTER 5
METHODOLOGY
Our classication method is based on the classic supervised learning framework. To do so,
we design various features to capture clues in posts that will help in identifying their intents.
We then apply these features to our dataset to construct a feature representation of each
post, and separate these representations into discrete training and test sets. Finally, we train
a classier using the training set and evaluate on the test set. For each post in the test set,
the classier computes a score for each class, and the class with the highest score is assigned
to that post.
As our goal is to study the eectiveness of features in classication, we decide to use the
popular Support Vector Machine (SVM) classier. We assume that our choice of features
will generalize well to other classiers, leaving experimentation with dierent classiers as
future work.
5.1 Support Vector Machines
Support vector machines rst introduced in [31] are binary classiers that construct hyper-
planes to separate training instances belonging to two classes. SVMs maximize the separation
margin between this hyperplane and the nearest training data points of any class. The larger
the margin, the lower the generalization error of the classier. SVMs can eciently perform
both linear and non-linear classication, and have shown to have good performance on high
dimensional data. In our experiments, we employ the LIBSVM [32] implementation with a
RBF kernel, and train classiers using a one-versus-all multiclass approach.
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5.2 A Hierarchical Classier
Our hierarchical classier makes use of a sequence of two cascading SVM classiers using
pattern and word features (features are described in more detail in Chapter 6). The rst
classies posts that match at least one pattern feature into one of Manage, Cause, Adverse
intent classes (Pattern Classier), while the second classies all posts that do not match
any pattern features into one of Manage, Cause, Adverse, Story intent classes using word
features (Word Classier). The hierarchical classier classies all posts in the dataset which
allows us to compare its overall performance in comparison with that of the baseline word
classier.
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CHAPTER 6
FEATURES
In this chapter, we rst describe a baseline of unigram word features and then propose four
novel pattern based feature sets that may be useful for the classication task.
6.1 Word Features
The baseline features are based on the traditional bag-of-words model [33], a simplifying
representation used in natural language processing (NLP) and information retrieval (IR). In
this model, text is represented as a set of its words, disregarding grammar and word order
but keeping multiplicity. This model is often used in methods of document classication,
where the occurrence of each word in the document is weighted by some scheme and used
as a feature for training a classier.
For our experiments, we use unigram word features weighted with tf-idf [34], a numerical
statistic intended to reect how important a word is to a document in a corpus. The tf-idf
value increases proportionally to the number of times a word appears in a document (term
frequency), but is oset by the frequency of that word in the corpus (inverse document
frequency), which helps to account for the fact that some words are generally more common
than others.
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6.2 Pattern Features
6.2.1 Motivation
During the data labeling process, we observe recurring sentence patterns in posts from
dierent intent classes and nd that they are great indicators of user intent. For example,
nding the pattern \what could X be..." in a post signies strong Cause intent, but nding
\what can X do..." would suggest moreManage intent. These observations lead us to believe
that patterns could have signicant discriminative power in identifying forum post intent.
6.2.2 Formal Denition
We dene a pattern to be a sequence of slots S = (s1; :::; sn), jSj  1, where each slot
must be lled by a token from one of four types: Lowercase (LT), Stemmed (ST), Part-of-
Speech (POST), and Semantic Group (SGT). Patterns may or may not allow additional non-
matching tokens between their slots. The relative position of a pattern may also be specied
(i.e. start of a sentence, middle, or end). A pattern is matched if every si; 1  i  jSj
matches a token within a single sentence in the same order. For all pattern features, we use
binary weights (i.e. 1 if a pattern matches, 0 if it doesn't), because it is rare for a pattern
to be matched more than once in a post.
6.2.3 Pattern Identication
To capture the intuition from Section 6.2.1, we look carefully into frequent patterns in the
dataset and manually compile a list of patterns that we think are most representative of the
Manage, Cause, and Adverse intent classes. Unfortunately, we are unable to identify a rich
enough set of features for Story posts due to the large variations in their content. Finally,
we remove repeated patterns and merge the lists into one feature set.
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6.2.4 MetaMap
The Unied Medical Language System1 (UMLS) Metathesaurus, the largest thesaurus in the
biomedical domain, provides a representation of biomedical knowledge consisting of more
than one million concepts classied by semantic type and relationships among the concepts.
To make it easier for users to integrate this knowledge into their applications, the National
Library of Medicine (NLM) has developed MetaMap [35], a highly congurable program to
map biomedical text to Metathesaurus concepts and their associated semantic types. In
this paper, we use the MetaMap API to replace text phrases in health forum posts by their
semantic group labels, as described in the next section.
6.2.5 Data Preprocessing
We construct four dierent data representations for each original thread post in the dataset.
These representations are used to construct the feature sets in Section 6.2.6. The rst consists
of tokenizing and lowercasing the sentences. The second and third consist of stemming and
POS tagging the data from the rst. To construct the fourth representation, we feed the
original thread posts into the MetaMap API to generate phrase to semantic type mappings.
Only a small subset of the semantic types within the Metathesaurus is considered (shown
in Table 6.1). We then map these semantic types to their corresponding semantic groups,
replace all mapped phrases by these groups, and tokenize and lowercase the data.
6.2.6 Feature Sets
We divide the pattern based feature set into four discrete sets, each containing patterns
with a dierent mix of token types: (1) patterns with LT and ST tokens (LSP), (2) patterns
with LT, ST, and POST (POSP), (3) patterns with LT, ST, and and SGT (SGP), and (4)
patterns with all four token types (ALL). In general, we characterize patterns from these
sets to roughly have increasing discriminative power in classication.
1http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls
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Table 6.1: UMLS semantic types considered, with their corresponding semantic groups.
Group Abbv Group Name Type Name
CHEM Chemicals & Drugs Steroid
CHEM Chemicals & Drugs Pharmacologic Substance
CHEM Chemicals & Drugs Antibiotic
CHEM Chemicals & Drugs Clinical Drug
PROC Procedures Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure
PROC Procedures Health Care Activity
PROC Procedures Diagnostic Procedure
DISO Disorders Disease or Syndrome
DISO Disorders Pathologic Function
DISO Disorders Sign or Symptom
DISO Disorders Neoplastic Process
DISO Disorders Acquired Abnormality
DISO Disorders Congenital Abnormality
DISO Disorders Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction
LSP These patterns consist of only lowercase and stemmed tokens. Some patterns in this
set are very specic to a particular intent (e.g. \...what can cause..."), while others are more
general (e.g. \how does..."), which means they are more likely to match posts belonging to
dierent intent classes.
POSP These patterns contain both lowercase and stemmed tokens and part-of-speech
(POS) tags. We use POS tags to replace certain words in the pattern (e.g. \...how to
hVERBi..."), which allows for more exible matching.
SGP These patterns contain both lowercase and stemmed tokens and semantic group
labels. Replacing medical terminology with more general labels saves us from having to
explicitly enumerate every possibility. For example, the pattern \...if hCHEMi works..."
replaces all patterns where \hCHEMi" is some drug or medication.
ALL These patterns are the most expressive because they contain the richest mix of token
types (e.g. \...hCHEMi makes hPRPi feel...", where hPRPi replaces a personal pronoun).
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CHAPTER 7
EVALUATION
7.1 Data
The novelty of the classication task means that there is no existing dataset available. As
a result, we create a new dataset consisting of a collection of 1,200 original thread posts
from HealthBoards. Although a larger dataset would be more ideal, we settle for 1,200 posts
due to limited resources for data labeling. These posts are evenly divided between four
topics: allergies, breast cancer, depression, and heart disease. We split the dataset between
four topics because we want to have good mix of posts from both major and minor health
disorders. Next, we lter out all posts with empty or incomplete content, ending up with
1,192 posts.
7.1.1 Gold Labeling
To create a gold standard for this dataset we employ two humans to label the dataset with
our proposed 5-class taxonomy. We employ a third human to label Combo posts with at
least two classes from fManage, Cause, Adverseg. The nal distribution of gold standard
labels for 5-class labeling and Combo labeling are shown in Tables 7.1 and 7.2, respectively.
Inter Annotator Agreement. We have the rst two labelers each label 75 posts from
the dataset according to the 5-class taxonomy. A majority of the disagreement comes from
labeling a post as either Manage or Story. This arises from the fact that many users that ask
about \managing" problems also tend to share their own experiences and/or ask about other
people's experiences, thus making classication dicult. Nevertheless, after calculating the
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Table 7.1: Distribution of 5-class gold labels.
Forum Manage Cause Adv. Combo Story
Allergies 90 99 15 37 58
Br. Cancer 79 94 14 18 92
Depression 112 35 45 34 73
Heart Diso. 63 108 11 41 74
Total 344 336 85 130 297
Table 7.2: Distribution of gold labels for Combo posts. MC, MA, CA, and MCA
correspond to the dierent combinations of (M)anage, (C)ause, and (A)dverse.
Forum MC MA CA MCA
Allergies 27 5 0 4
Breast Cancer 16 2 0 1
Depression 16 12 4 3
Heart Disorder 35 4 1 0
Total 94 23 5 8
observed agreement and Cohen's Kappa [36], we nd that the labeling results match quite
well (56/75,  74:67%), with  = 0:665, indicating substantial agreement per Landis and
Koch [37]. Given the fuzzy nature of the task at hand, this  value is certainly satisfactory.
7.2 Experimental Setup
In this section, we rst describe the experimental setup to compare the performances of the
pattern classier using dierent combinations of pattern features. Next, we explain how
we setup experiments to compare the performances of the word classier baseline with the
hierarchical classier using both 5-fold cross validation and 4-fold forum cross validation.
For all of our experiments, we exclude Combo posts for training because we want only the
most discriminative data from the training set. However, we use every post in the dataset
for testing. We consider a Combo post to be correctly classied if its predicted class label
matches at least one of its gold labels. Otherwise, we pick the rst gold label in the order
of Manage, Cause, and Adverse and consider the post to be misclassied for that particular
class.
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7.2.1 Feature Space Selection
This experiment aims to nd a combination of pattern features that gives the best perfor-
mance by evaluating our pattern classier over six dierent pattern feature set combinations:
(1) LSP (baseline), (2) LSP+POSP, (3) LSP+SGP, (4) LSP+ALL, (5) LSP+PSOP+SGP,
and (6) LSP+POSP+SGP+ALL. We choose to evaluate only these feature space combina-
tions because the others are not large enough for classication. For each feature space, we
perform 5-fold cross validation by training our classier using only Manage, Cause, Adverse
posts that match at least one pattern from four folds, and test using posts from the last
fold.
7.2.2 5-Fold Cross Validation
This experiment evaluates the performance of each individual classier in the hierarchical
setup separately and compares the overall performance of the hierarchical classier with
that of the baseline word classier. We construct ve equally sized folds from the dataset
and perform standard 5-fold cross validation on both the word classier (baseline), and the
hierarchical classier. Baseline cross validation involves training the word classier using
Manage, Cause, Adverse, and Story posts from four folds, and testing using posts from the
last fold. Hierarchical cross validation involves rst cross validating the pattern classier by
training it on Manage, Cause, and Adverse posts from four folds and testing it using the
posts from the last fold. We then cross validate the word classier by training it on four
classes (excluding Combo) and using it to classify posts that do not match any patterns.
7.2.3 4-Fold Forum Cross Validation
The previous section describes standard cross validation. However, we would also like to
evaluate the performance of our classier when it is tested on posts from forums that it has
not been trained on. This experiment evaluates the capacity of the classier to predict the
intents of posts from forums not seen in training, which is akin to how the classier will
likely be used in real life scenarios. To do so, we separate the posts from the four forums
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Table 7.3: Performance of pattern classier using dierent feature set combinations.
No. Feat. Space Tot. Cor. P R F1
1 LSP(BL) 364 263 72.25 29.39 41.78
2 (1)+POSP 427 321 75.18 35.87 48.57
3 (1)+SGP 422 306 72.51 34.19 46.47
4 (1)+ALL 366 263 71.86 29.39 41.72
5 (2)+SGP 479 356 74.32 39.78 51.82
6 (5)+ALL 481 361 75.05 40.34 52.47
(allergies, breast cancer, depression, and heart disease) into four folds. we then evaluate the
performance of our classier by performing 4-fold forum cross validation (i.e. training the
classier using posts from three forums and testing it on the last forum).
7.3 Results
The experimental results are summarized in Tables 7.3-7.5. In this section, we rst describe
the results from our investigation of the performance of various feature spaces, then explain
the cross validation results in more detail.
7.3.1 Feature Space Selection
Table 7.3 compares the performance of the pattern classier for each feature set combination.
Unsurprisingly, we nd that as we add more pattern sets into our feature space, the total
number of posts that match at least one pattern (and therefore will be able to be classied by
the pattern classier) increases. The accuracy of the classier, however, remains relatively
constant. We pick the 6th feature space for use in the rest of the experiments because it
gives the highest number of matches without sacricing performance.
7.3.2 Cross Validation
In this section, we summarize our cross validation results.
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Table 7.4: Baseline cross validation results.
5-Fold CV 4-Fold Forum CV
Intent P R F1 P R F1
Manage 58.25 62.85 52.48 54.34 61.15 57.55
Cause 61.92 59.75 61.28 61.20 53.65 57.18
Adverse 39.47 29.41 37.80 35.29 24.24 28.74
Story 39.54 40.74 42.16 37.31 41.08 39.10
Overall 53.44 50.59
Table 7.5: Hierarchical classier CV results.
Pattern Classier
5-Fold CV 4-Fold Forum CV
Intent P R F1 P R F1
Manage 75.51 36.72 49.41 72.59 34.96 48.38
Cause 73.53 43.86 54.95 72.72 42.75 53.17
Adverse 80.85 40.86 54.29 71.70 40.86 48.41
3-Class 75.05 40.34 52.47 72.55 38.99 50.72
Word Classier
5-Fold CV 4-Fold Forum CV
Intent P R F1 P R F1
Manage 45.63 52.51 48.83 44.16 54.75 48.89
Cause 47.15 48.92 48.02 48.13 41.85 44.77
Adverse 25.93 15.22 19.18 19.23 10.87 13.89
Story 45.85 43.46 45.29 45.42 43.85 44.62
Overall 45.85 44.59
Overall Performance
5-Fold CV 4-Fold Forum CV
Intent P R F1 P R F1
Manage 58.71 65.26 61.81 56.05 64.55 60.00
Cause 61.72 66.67 64.10 62.66 62.34 62.50
Adverse 60.81 48.39 53.89 54.43 46.24 50.00
Story 47.28 38.05 42.16 45.42 38.38 41.61
Overall 57.63 55.87
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Hierarchical classier achieves a slight improvement over baseline word clas-
sier. From Tables 7.4 and 7.5 we can see that the hierarchical classier yields a 4.19%
improvement (57.63% vs 53.44%) over the baseline for 5-fold cross validation, and a 5.28%
improvement (55.87% vs 50.59%) over the baseline for 4-fold forum cross validation. The
reason for this underwhelming result is due to the word classier in the hierarchical setup
dragging down overall performance by performing much poorer than the baseline classier.
Pattern classier achieves high precision but low recall. Perhaps the most impor-
tant result is the performance of the pattern classier, which achieves precisions of 75.05%
and 72.55% for 5-fold cross validation and 4-fold forum cross validation respectively, albeit
with relatively low recalls of 40.34% and 38.99%. However, we argue that a high precision,
low recall classier is acceptable for our task, since we would much rather predict the intent
of fewer posts with high accuracy than more posts with lower accuracy. Further work is
needed to handle classication of posts that do not match patterns.
Pattern classier achieves comparable performance in 4-fold forum cross vali-
dation. From Table 7.5 we see that the pattern classier achieves comparable performance
when it is trained exclusively on posts from three forums and tested on the last forum with
that from training and testing on all four forums. This result demonstrates the ability of
our method to generalize to posts from forums that are not represented in the training set,
and allows us to claim that the pattern classier can accurately identify the intents of posts
across dierent forum topics.
Word classier in hierarchical setup performs worse than baseline word clas-
sier. We see from Tables 7.4 and 7.5 that the word classier in the hierarchical setup
performs much worse than the baseline word classier. This clearly demonstrates that the
word classier is unable to handle classication of posts that do not match patterns. We
believe that this performance drop is due to the fact that test posts that do not match any
patterns possess more ambiguous intents than those that do, and are therefore harder to
classify.
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Word classier fails at identifying Adverse and Story intents. The unigram
classier performs poorly on posts with Adverse and Story intent. The Adverse intent class
contains very few data points, while posts with Story intent inherently display either highly
ambiguous intent or no intent, and possess little to no distinguishing word features. These
factors help explain the low performance of the classier.
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CHAPTER 8
DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS
8.1 HealthBoards Dataset
Table 8.1 shows the intent distribution of gold labels from our HealthBoards dataset for
the Manage, Cause, and Adverse classes in comparison with that of gold labels from posts
matched by our pattern classier from Section 7.2.2. From the data, we see that the distri-
bution of gold labels from posts that match at least one pattern is very similar to that of
gold labels from all posts in the dataset. We can extend this fact to make a general claim
that posts that match at least one pattern from any health forum will have a distribution
very close to that of the entire forum corpus.
8.2 MedHelp Dataset
Since our hierarchical classier does not give good enough performance, we cannot use it to
classify unlabeled posts. Instead, we train a 3-class (Manage, Cause, and Adverse) pattern
classier using our HealthBoards dataset and run the classier on a collection of 61,225 posts
that we crawled from MedHelp. These posts come from MedHelp forums corresponding to
the same topics as those in our HealthBoards dataset (i.e. allergy, breast cancer, depression,
Table 8.1: Distribution of gold intents from HealthBoards dataset.
Topic Total % Total Match % Match
Manage 344 44.97 165 46.61
Cause 336 43.92 150 42.37
Adverse 85 11.11 39 11.02
Total 765 100.00 354 100.00
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Figure 8.1: Distribution of classied intents for all four MedHelp forums.
Table 8.2: Post count for each MedHelp forum.
Allergy Br. Cancer Depression Heart Dis. Total
9,895 12,647 9,830 28,853 61,225
and heart disease). Table 8.2 shows the total number of posts in each forum, while Figure 8.1
shows the distribution of classied intents for posts in all four forums. From these statistics,
we can make several observations:
Cause make up a strong majority in 3/4 forums. Allergy, breast cancer, and heart
disease forum users seem to start more threads looking for a diagnosis than threads with
any other intent. This is possibly due to most users wanting to explore what is causing their
symptoms before consulting a medical professional.
Manage make up a majority in depression forum. Much in contrary to the other
three forums, the depression forum contains a greater number of post with Manage intent
than any other intent. This is possibly due to depressed patients being more concerned
with nding ways to mitigate their symptoms instead of trying to gure out why they have
depression.
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Depression contains the greatest proportion of side eect posts. The depression
forum contains a greater percentage of posts with Adverse intent (13%) than any other fo-
rum (allergy 9%, breast cancer 5%, heart disease 6%). This is possibly due to users being
worried that their depression symptoms may be attributed to certain medications given that
many list depression as a side eect.
Allergy forum contains a smaller ratio of Cause to Manage posts. The ratio of
the number of posts with Cause intent to that of posts with Manage intent is smaller in the
allergy forum than in the breast cancer and heart disease forums. This is possibly due to
patients asking about ways to alleviate their allergy symptoms.
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CHAPTER 9
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
We have presented a supervised approach to identifying user intents from original health
forum thread posts. Previous works have focused on understanding intents in questions and
search engine queries which are largely dierent problems. The novelty of our task means
that we had to derive an new intent taxonomy which we showed is able to capture the
information needs of health forum users. Furthermore, we had to construct a new labeled
dataset for evaluation which can be reused in future works. Our experiments demonstrated
that simple unigram features cannot adequately discriminate between posts with dierent
intents, and that pattern based features are capable of classifying posts with high accuracy.
In addition, we showed that our classier produces comparable classication performance
on posts from health topics not seen during training, thus demonstrating the robustness of
our method.
Future work should be directed towards four areas. First, we believe that it is possible to
expand upon our proposed taxonomy to include more specic intent categories. Having ner
classes will allow us to gauge a better understanding of the intents of users in health forums.
Second, we can expand upon the coverage of pattern features to improve recall performance.
In other words, we need to be able to accurately classify posts that don't currently match
features. Third, we should look into ways to identify posts with multiple intents and Story
posts. In particular, for posts with more than one intent, our method should be able to
identify all of their intents. Finally, upon successful completion of the rst three areas, we
plan on using the classier to analyze the distribution of post intents from all health forum
topics. This study will give us insight into the makeup of user information needs for dierent
medical topics.
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